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EVENTS 

Transition Time? Putin Initiates A Wide-Ranging 

Discussion Of Constitutional Reform 

On 19 December, Putin held his annual end-of-year press conference. Traditionally a 

highly stage-managed event where the president focuses on local problems, or simply 

regurgitates his already well-known positions on important foreign or domestic policy 

issues, this time he had a surprise. For the first time in 20 years, Putin accepted the 

possibility of open-ended change to the Russian constitution. 

This is a significant shift in Putin’s approach — he has always stood for constitutional 

stability. The only exceptions have been: in 2008, when the length of the presidential 

term was extended to 6 years, and each State Duma sitting to 5 years; in 2013 when the 

Supreme Court merged with the Supreme Court of Arbitration; and, finally, in 2014, when 

there were constitutional amendments regarding the integration of Crimea into the 

Russian Federation. The annexation of Crimea was followed by a deep crisis in relations 

between Russia and the West, devaluing a law-based system and making discussion of 

constitutional reform easier — at least psychologically. However, the inadmissibility of 

broad-ranging constitutional reform remained a deeply-held principle for Putin, who 

repeatedly warned any such changes could cause political instability. 

The first sign of Kremlin interest in revising the constitution appeared in 2017. The 

following year, Constitutional Court head Valery Zorkin wrote a contradictory article 

(Rus) that both called for the constitution to be protected from change and opened the 

door to the possibility of doing exactly that. At the time, work on possible constitutional 

changes had begun in the Security Council, Presidential Administration, Russian 

Academy of Sciences and Aleksei Kudrin’s Centre for Strategic Development. It was a 

moment when the political elite first saw the Kremlin’s interest in reform, framed by the 

understanding that Putin’s current presidential term will (Rus) be his last. However, at 

the beginning of 2018, it became clear there would not actually be any serious change.  

So, what’s new now? 

• Putin has officially triggered the start of a discussion about constitutional reform 

for the first time in 20 years. His red lines have been drawn: Chapter 1 remains off-

limits and there will be no re-writing. It is important to note that, in the Russian 

Constitution, there are three parts that are more protected: Chapters 1, 2 and 9. It is 

only the Constitutional Assembly that can examine amendments to these three 

chapters, either by choosing to develop a new constitution (which must be submitted 

to a national referendum), or rejecting all the proposed changes. It is important to 

note that Russia has still not passed a special law regulating the functioning of the 

Constitutional Assembly. Medvedev ordered a draft bill on this be drawn up in 2012 

when he was president, but nothing ever came of it. 

• Putin proposed amending Article 81 of the constitution. “One thing that could be 

changed regarding [presidential] terms is the clause about ‘consecutive’ [terms]. 

Your humble servant served two terms consecutively, then left his post but had the 

constitutional right to return as president again, because the two terms were not 

successive. [The clause] troubles some of our political analysts and public figures. 

Well, maybe it could be removed.” The majority of observers took this as a signal that 

Putin would be unwilling to run again in 2024. However, his statement was worded in 
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such a way that it is not possible to be 100 

percent sure. After his election in 2012, 

Putin commented (Rus) on the possibility 

of a similar amendment at a meeting with 

Duma deputies: having supported the 

idea, he added that his current term 

would not be affected as the law could not 

be retroactive. Following that logic, his 

current term could be considered his first, 

opening the door to the possibility he 

could run again in 2024. However, most 

constitutional experts consider that 

interpretation to be far-fetched. Even 

more confusingly, Putin’s words also do 

not rule out scrapping term limits 

altogether.    

• It would be misguided to suggest Putin 

supported the idea of broadening the 

State Duma’s powers. Although he 

mentioned it as a proposal, he did not 

reveal his position on the matter. The idea 

of bolstering parliament was first 

suggested by State Duma Speaker 

Vyacheslav Volodin. But this faces 

significant resistance from within the 

Presidential Administration. So, even if 

changes do go ahead, they would likely 

not radically increase the body’s powers. 

Putin has stated on many occasions that 

Russia can only develop safely with a 

strong presidential system.   

• The most intriguing moment came when 

Putin suggested changes be subject to public discussion. This is the first time the 

president has included society in the decision-making process regarding long-term, 

fundamental change — and it is not Putin’s style. All previous experience shows that 

the Kremlin prefers to determine reforms in advance, behind closed doors, and only 

then present the ‘plans’ to the public. This may mean the Kremlin is looking to 

legitimise changes that might be embarrassing were Putin to propose them himself. 

Public involvement could also allow a wide-range discussion, watering down Putin’s 

political responsibility.  

Aside from triggering constitutional reform discussion, Putin made several other 

significant political statements. He backed the security services, who were criticised for 

their ineffective approach investigating the Golunov drug-planting case, and rejected the 

idea of security agency reform. The president also expressed a rather radical 

interpretation of Lenin’s period of rule: according to Putin, Lenin planted a figurative 

bomb under Russian statehood by offering different nationalities their own territories 

and the right to secede. This is a deeply revealing statement that shows Putin dislikes 

dealing with a federalised Russia and would rather the country was governed as a single 
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HOW ABOUT A JOINT STATE? 

Vladimir Putin has been intensifying 

negotiations with Belarusian President 

Alexander Lukashenko over Russia-Belarus 

integration. A meeting on 7 December lasted 5 

hours and did not end well: Lukashenko left 

without speaking to the press. The two leaders 

were supposed to agree a 31-point road map for 

integration, but failed to do so. Two weeks later, 

they met again, and negations appeared more 

productive - according to Minister for Economic 

Development Maxim Oreshkin, most of the 

issues were resolved except for the most 

complex ones of oil and gas and tax policy. 
However, disagreements still run deep: during 

his press-conference Putin confirmed Russia 

would insist on the formation of supranational 

bodies — something deemed unacceptable by 

Lukashenko. FSB searches in the offices of 

Mikhail Gutseriev, a prominent businessman 

close to Lukashenko is another sign of growing 

tension. Many still believe the most likely 

post-2024 scenario is one in which Putin heads-

up a joint state, but R.Politik still has serious 

reservations. According to a Kremlin source, 

Belarus has become a top priority for the 

Presidential Administration and Kiriyenko who 

who is closely involved in work on integration.  

Whatever goals Putin is pursuing with Belarus, 

the government is not aware that it is related to 

the so-called 2024 problem.

https://rg.ru/2012/04/11/putin-duma.html?fbclid=IwAR3Zf5ZRkgwr89iqtC8xgzd9gXGW91c-91HX-IijCCja72IseBSvsrWHMm8
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unit (something that could presage the cutting back of rights enjoyed by the regions). It 

also demonstrated Putin’s strong fear of regional ambitions. In addition, Putin’s speech 

about World War Two at an annual meeting with CIS leaders caused a lot of 

bewilderment: it appeared the president had spent months in the researching a very 

strange version of events. 

In foreign affairs, Putin confirmed Russia would stand by the Minsk Agreements, 

claimed that Russia is not building a military alliance with China, backed Donald Trump 

once again, and pushed Russia-Belarus integration by repeating comments about 

Russians and Belarusians being the same people. Overall, his tone in the press 

conference was less aggressive, except when the issue of Ukraine was broached. 

Putin's Easy Ride At The Human Rights Council 

On 10 December, Putin held a meeting with the Council for Civil Society and Human 

Rights, the first such gathering since chairman Mikhail Fedotov left his position. 

The meeting was as tame as many expected: the Council is becoming a less politicised 

body, and noticeably more loyal to the Kremlin. 

In Bulletin No. 19 (37) we explored the recent personnel changes at the Council: long-

time chairman Fedotov, who was known for his liberal (albeit moderate) views, was 

replaced by the pro-Putin conservative Valeri Fadeyev, former secretary of the Civil 

Chamber. Other members of the Council, known for their trenchant criticisms of the 

system, were also removed. Those who implemented these changes have achieved what 

they set out to do: the 10 December meeting was uncontroversial, and as simple as 

possible for Putin, with just a handful of political questions. Only lawyer Henri Reznik and 

journalist and historian Nikolai Svanidze dared raise difficult issues. Less challenging 

topics included the rights of Russian citizens abroad (raised by the ex-head of RIA 

Novosti in Ukraine, Kirill Vyshinsky, who was imprisoned in Kyiv on treason charges for 

over a year), social problems and historical issues. Interestingly, Svanidze, who spoke 

about people's right to protest, promised Putin he would submit a report detailing the 

abuses perpetrated by security forces during opposition rallies in Moscow this summer. 

But the following day, it emerged that the report had been intercepted by Fadeyev, who 

wanted further work to be done on it. This was an unprecedented move, and Svanidze 

believes the report may be rewritten in a more politically neutral tone. 

The Human Rights Council meeting’s agenda was shaped by Sergei Kiriyenko, who 

oversees domestic policy in the Presidential Administration. He met with those expected 

to speak in advance. In his opening remarks at the meeting, Fadeyev talked about a 

project for a volunteer movement in Russia, which is known to be personally important 

for Kiriyenko.  He also praised recent elections for their legitimacy, and focused on social, 

rather than political, problems. While Fadeyev broached the issue of this summer’s 

protests in Moscow, he referred to them as “riots”, a controversial term given that even 

the security services have closed a criminal investigation into rioting. Fadeyev said that 

the court rulings on protesters deemed to have used violence against the security forces 

were “fair” and “proportionate”. He specifically mentioned the case of Sergei Abanichev, 

who was arrested for throwing a plastic cup at a police officer (he was freed in September 

after his case was dismissed). In reply, Putin made clear that the state must react to 

violence toward security forces, otherwise “we will see the same situation as in Paris” — 

an allusion to clashes between demonstrators and police in the French capital during 

Yellow Vest protests. Fadeyev explicitly backed Putin.  
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Several important points emerged from Putin’s words at the meeting: 

• Putin genuinely believes Russia’s legal system is fairer — and more liberal — than 

those in Western countries when it comes to protests and violence toward police. This 

is grounded in the reports he receives on foreign police brutality against protesters, 

for instance the clashes between the Yellow Vests and the French police. This means 

we can rule out any liberalisation or policy-softening in the near future.  

• Speaking about other high-profile criminal cases, Putin repeated the FSB's position. 

While he seemed aware of many of the details of these cases, they were mainly details 

used by the prosecution. In particular, this concerned the so-called New Greatness 

case, and the decision to dissolve Lev Ponomarev’s veteran human rights 

organisation, For Human Rights. Speaking about the latter, Putin said he believed 

Ponomarev was more a politician seeking foreign support than someone fighting for 

justice, adding that Ponomarev had suggested returning the Kuril Islands to Japan (a 

reference to a secret video recording (Rus) made in 2011 in which Ponomarev told a 

Japanese diplomat that two of the 

islands should be returned to Japan) 

and shared the U.S. position on Crimea 

(although many Russian liberals believe 

the peninsula was illegally annexed). 

Reminding attendees that the state had 

helped Ponomarev rent office space and 

pay bills, Putin implied Ponomarev had 

been treated too leniently. All this shows 

that, in politically important cases, Putin 

is largely kept informed by his inner 

circle of staff and the siloviki — and he is 

exposed to an extremely limited number 

of alternative points of view.   

• Putin's obvious misrepresentation of 

facts indicates that he sometimes 

operates on the basis of information that 

is inaccurate — or simply false. For 

instance, according to Putin, France 

changed its laws so that those refusing 

to leave a rally after two police warnings 

could be given a one-year prison 

sentence and a fine — but this is a 

misunderstanding of French law. 

Another similar example is his 

comparison of Russia's foreign agent law and the American Foreign Agents 

Registration Act (FARA). According to Putin, the Russian law is more liberal but, 

legally speaking, there are significant differences.  

ANALYSIS - Following the recent reshuffle, the Human Rights Council is more tightly 

controlled by those overseeing domestic policy. Reports are agreed in advance, and 

the agenda is dominated by less controversial social issues. We also see how Putin 

prefers to get his information from the security services rather than liberal circles, 

which he sees as biased and lacking in patriotism. This narrows the possibility of 

dialogue and limits the political opportunities for more progressive parts of society. 
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FRENCH LAW & PUTIN'S 'FACTS' 

This year, the French government introduced 

several tougher laws for taking part in mass 

protests as a response to the Yellow Vests (Gilets 

jaunes) movement. In March, the government 

issued a decree (Fr) prescribing a penalty of up 

to €135 for participation in unauthorised 

protests. In January, a draft law was submitted 

to the National Assembly setting the punishment 
for participation in violent, unsanctioned rallies 

at up to 2 years in jail — but the legislation was 

withdrawn before it could be heard. Finally, a law 

passed in April set a punishment of 1 year in 

prison and a fine of €15,000 for obscuring one’s 

face (i.e. with a mask) at a violent rally. It would 

appear that Putin has confused two French legal 

definitions concerning the difference between an 

unauthorised demonstration and rioting. 

Theoretically, taking part in a riot could land you 

in a French prison for a year, but, in reality, the 

courts rarely designate incidents of mass unrest 

as riots (except if extreme violence, weapons or 

explosive devices are used by protesters.  

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/decret/2019/3/20/INTD1908230D/jo/texte
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/dyn/15/amendements/1352/CION_LOIS/CL77
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Putin’s less-than-meticulous approach to information is possibly also explained by a 

waning interest in domestic affairs, which he largely delegates to lower-ranked 

officials. When required, he is ready to step in, but his role as arbiter has been 

shrinking. Obviously, this gives the siloviki and the Presidential Administration more 

space to implement their own changes — making domestic policymaking opaquer and 

more hard-line.   

ACTORS 

Nginx Stand-Off & Why It’s Important For Sberbank  

On 12 December, police carried out searches at the Moscow offices of web server 

Nginx, as well as at the homes of the company’s founders, Igor Sysoev and Maksim 

Konovalov. The two men were detained, 

questioned, and released later that day. 

The police raids caused an outcry not only 

in the Russian IT world, but also 

internationally: Nginx is the world’s most 

popular web server and used by a third of 

all websites, including Facebook, Apple and 

Netflix. 

The searches are part of a criminal case 

launched following a complaint by a 

company called Lynwood Investments 

acting on behalf Rambler Group, a Russian 

media conglomerate that includes a search 

engine, a news aggregator, media outlets 

and a cinema chain. Rambler claimed it 

owned the rights to Nginx because 

founders Sysoev and Konovalov were 

working for Rambler in 2011 when they 

developed Nginx. 

Informally, the initiator of the police 

investigation was billionaire Alexander 

Mamut, who owns 46.5 percent of Rambler. 

According to Vedomosti (Rus), Lynwood 

Investments (formerly A&NN) is 

controlled by Alpha Global, registered in 

the British Virgin Islands, and owned by 

Nikolai Mamut, apparently Mamut’s son. 

Lynwood Investments was also the vehicle 

through which Mamut owned a controlling 

stake in U.K. bookseller Waterstones (he 

sold the stake in 2018). Mamut’s role in the 

attack on Nginx became even clearer when 

state-owned Sberbank (who acquired a 

46.5 percent stake in Rambler, earlier this 

year) condemned the criminal 

proceedings. 
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WHO IS ALEXANDER MAMUT? - 

Mamut is one of a group of businessmen who made 

their fortunes under President Boris Yeltsin, but 

who have managed to adapt successfully to the 
Putin era. He got to know now-deputy prime 

minister Igor Shuvalov and now-billionaires 

Mikhail Prokhorov and Vladimir Potanin in the late 

1980s, and in the 1990s made his name in banking, 

first as a co-founder of Imperial Bank, then as a 

shareholder of MDM Bank. He worked closely with 

Boris Berezovksy and, along with Roman 

Abramovich, was linked to Yeltsin and his family in 

the late 1990s, known unofficially as the ‘Kremlin’s 

wallet’. Under Putin, Mamut has sought to re-invent 

himself as a patron of the arts through the 

sponsorship of cultural initiatives and, particularly, 

the founding of the Strelka Institute, a centre for 

urban design. However, he has also been required 

to take a frontline role in the Kremlin media 

management. Even following the 2019 deal with 

Sberbank, Mamut retains control over Rambler’s 

media assets, which include blogging platform 

LiveJournal as well as popular online news sites 

Lenta.ru, Afisha and Rambler News Service (he 

also indirectly controls Gazeta.ru). In 2014, 

Mamut did not hesitate to fire Lenta.ru’s chief 

editor Galina Timchenko amid Kremlin anger over 

the outlet’s independent stance (and growing 

audience) as the Ukraine crisis unfolded. Mamut is 
close to Aleksei Goreslavsky, who replaced 

Timchenko at Lenta.ru and joined the Presidential 

Administration in 2017. Goreslavsky currently 

oversees leading media outlet RBC for the Kremlin 

(RBC was ‘tamed’ by the authorities in 2016). One 

of his channels of influence is Pyotr Kanaev, the 

former head of Rambler News Service, who has 

been deputy chief editor at RBC since August 2017.

https://meduza.io/en/feature/2019/12/13/what-s-yours-is-ours
https://www.vedomosti.ru/technology/articles/2019/12/12/818573-rambler
http://rpolitik.com
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http://gazeta.ru/
http://lenta.ru/
http://lenta.ru/


The timing of the case is likely linked to the successful sale of Nginx to U.S. company F5 

Networks earlier this year for $670 million. Nginx co-founder Konovalov described the 

criminal case as a “shakedown”, and said it was “100-percent” linked to the F5 Networks 

deal. Mamut clearly saw pressure from the criminal case as a way to access some of the 

cash from F5 Networks, or to punish Konovalov and Sysoev for refusing to share the 

spoils. Siloviki involvement is unsurprising — the security agencies are not concerned 

about a public backlash or inflicting reputational damage on Russia’s IT industry. 

So far, a relatively routine case of corporate raiding. But the outcome was more unusual 

— a comprehensive defeat for Mamut. Following an emergency Rambler board meeting on 

16 December, the company announced it was barring Lynwood Investments from acting 

against Nginx on its behalf, and requested the police to halt criminal proceedings. 

“Mamut took part in the board meeting on Monday and supported all parts of our 

decision,” Sberbank deputy chairman Lev Khasis said (Rus) the following day.    

Mamut’s volte-face came after open resistance from Sberbank, senior officials and large 

parts of Russia’s IT industry. Statements in support of Nginx were issued by Russia’s 

biggest IT associations (Rus), former employees (Rus) of Rambler and internet giants 

Yandex (Rus) and Mail.ru Group (Rus). Putin’s special representative for the internet, 

Dmitry Peskov, warned (Rus) that the affair had already caused “gigantic harm” to the 

market. But it was criticism from Sberbank that carried the most weight.  

After Sberbank’s investment in Rambler, the media company was able to pay off a 3.3 

billion rouble loan to Trust Bank in June. This loan was acquired by Trust Bank (set-up 

by the Central Bank to take control of bad assets from lenders rescued by the state) from 

failed banking giant Otkritie. Rambler had taken out the loan from Otkritie, where 

Mamut was a shareholder, in 2013. Managers at Rambler and Sberbank said (Rus) in 

February that negotiations (that would lead to the Sberbank investment) were begun to 

discuss how to re-finance Rambler’s debt to Trust Bank. 

The day after the police raids on Nginx, Sberbank head German Gref said (Rus) he 

“didn’t like that it [the argument over rights] was a criminal investigation”, suggesting 

such disagreements should be subject to commercial arbitration. 

ANALYSIS - Relations between Sberbank and Mamut were complicated even before the 

Nginx affair. The state-owned banking giant signed an investment deal (estimated to 

be worth up to 11 billion roubles) with Rambler in April to acquire its 46.5 percent 

stake in the company (the deal closed in August). On the one hand, the deal is part of 

Sberbank’s push to transform itself into a banking-to-online-services company (the 

bank acquired a stake in Mail.ru this year and announced it was setting up a joint food 

delivery and taxi service). But the deal was also a result of Rambler’s financial 

problems. Once a titan of the Russian internet, Rambler has struggled in recent years 

and its problematic debt burden was a key reason for the Sberbank investment. 

Majority-owned by the Central Bank, Sberbank often has to act in the interests of its 

owner (in this case to help to pay the debts to bank Trust). Media reports in recent 

months have suggested strained relations between Sberbank and the Central Bank, 

fuelling rumours that Gref might try to push further privatisations of Sberbank, 

which is seen very negatively by the siloviki. The Nginx affair may work in Gref’s 

favour.   
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A Kremlin Scalp As Irkutsk Communist Governor Steps-

Down 

The Tactics Of Enforced Resignation 

After a months-long political struggle, the Communist governor of Irkutsk, Sergei 

Levchenko, has resigned. The decision to remove the governor was approved personally 

by Putin and had been agreed with Communist Party leader Gennady Zyuganov. But 

Zyuganov hardly had a choice: if Levchenko had not agreed to step down, he would have 

run the risk of criminal prosecution. 

The rise and fall of Sergei Levchenko reveal much about Russia’s political reality. Three 

years after the 2012 reinstation of direct governor elections, Levchenko became the first 

governor to defeat a United Russia candidate. Previously a State Duma deputy from the 

Communist Party, he benefited from the support of former Irkutsk mayor and United 

Russia member Viktor Kondrashyov, an influential regional businessman. Kondrashov 

lost his position after a protracted conflict with former governor Sergei Yeroshchenko. 

Once ousted, Kondrashov bet on an opposition candidate to challenge his pro-Kremlin 

opponent. Levchenko was also backed by another regional politician and businessman, 

Alexander Bitarov, who went on to head the regional government after Levchenko’s 

victory. This is a good example of part of a regional elite, ultimately loyal to Moscow, 

which had to shift its support to the opposition rather than face being seriously 

disappointed by local United Russia functionaries. 

 

Levchenko faced a stark choice: risk prosecution or step-down voluntarily     

The main reason for rising political tension around Levchenko was a string of conflicts 

with important players, both regional and federal, which meant he was deprived of 

political protection. First, there was a conflict with state defence conglomerate Rostec, 

which has a big presence in the region and exerts much influence over political 

appointments. Former governor Yeroshchenko represented those close to Rostec head 

Sergei Chemezov. Having lost the region with Yeroshchenko’s exit, Rostec banked on 

forming an opposition group led by regional legislature speaker Sergei Sokol (who was 

portrayed in the media as the main contender for Levchenko’s position).  

Levchenko faced entrenched resistance (Rus) from the local legislature, the security 

services (who initiated criminal cases against those close to the governor, including his 

son, who heads the Communist faction in the regional legislature), regional and federal 

media, and the federal government (in particular deputy prime minister Vitaly Mutko, a 

Putin proxy). In the end, Levchenko faced a stark choice: risk prosecution or step-down 

voluntarily. Putin could easily have used his right to declare a formal “loss of confidence” 

in the governor. 

Unprecedented flooding this summer in the Irkutsk Region city of Tulun played a decisive 

role in Levchenko’s prospects, making his dismissal almost inevitable. The governor’s 

opponents reported his mistakes and failures to Putin, who visited the region three 

times, criticising the governor on each occasion. A source close to the Kremlin explained 

that it was mostly Mutko who piled on the pressure, feeding a shocking picture of the 

situation in the city back to the president, and making clear that full responsibility for it 
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lay squarely at the governor’s feet. Sources from the Communist Party told (Rus) 

Kommersant that Levchenko had stepped down after threats of criminal prosecution. 

 

The regime has become less tolerant of the moderate systemic opposition, less forgiving and 
more conservative     

Kiriyenko was another of Levchenko’s influential opponents. According to Meduza, 

political strategists close to Kiriyenko visited the region in November to manufacture a 

situation in which it would be impossible for the governor to stay on. However, it was 

Kiriyenko who played good cop, insisting on a ‘peaceful’ resolution to the situation with 

no criminal prosecutions. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Levchenko’s name 

emerged — in a negative context — at Putin’s meeting with members of the Kiriyenko-

overseen Presidential Human Rights Council. Kiriyenko was still seeking to portray the 

governor negatively for Putin, pushing him toward a dismissal.   

The Irkutsk question was raised when Putin met Zyuganov on 17 September. Soon 

afterward, Levchenko visited the Presidential Administration. But a final decision was 

only made by the governor during a meeting with Zyuganov in December. For the 

Communist Party, it was preferable for Levchenko resign — a dismissal by Putin could be 

interpreted as a failure on the part of the Communists. The Presidential Administration 

also wanted to avoid conflict, as a fight could have made electing the next governor more 

difficult. When Putin commented on Levchenko during his end-of-year press conference 

he avoided direct criticism — a sign the Kremlin wants to preserve a working relationship 

with the Communists. 

ANALYSIS - The Kremlin’s decision to remove Levchenko was not an obvious one: even 

given the devastating floods, his approval rating remained high enough for him to 

continue governing, and even run in 2020 elections. During his tenure, the region’s 

socio-economic situation generally improved (Rus), for instance gross regional 

product grew by some 40 percent. Levchenko’s removal proves that the regime has 

become less tolerant of the moderate systemic opposition, less forgiving and more 

conservative. It also shows that the president is more readily influenced in domestic 

affairs (although he retains control over personnel choices). For influential political 

groups, it is easier to convince Putin to fire someone than it is to impose their 

preferred replacement.  

Who is Igor Kobzev?  

Deputy Emergency Situations Minister Igor Kobzev (since May 2019), has been 

appointed acting Irkutsk governor. This was not a straightforward decision for Putin. 

Kobzev, 53, is not a politician: he built his career in the local Emergency Situations 

Ministry in Voronezh Region, and appears to be a typical technocrat with no political 

background — but with close ties to Putin’s inner circle. Kobzev oversaw the settling of 

Ukrainian refugees in Voronezh Region in 2014 and was responsible for emergency 

planning when Russia hosted the 2018 World Cup, which could have meant Putin noticed 

the young general. The president’s logic is clear: Kobzev is an effective crisis manager. 

However, once appointed, Kobzev was instantly attacked on social media, with an explicit 

video appearing online in which he is seen engaging in a sexual act with another man. 
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Future campaigning will not be easy, particularly as Irkutsk Region is known for its ‘red’ 

sentiment and the locals have had a taste of real political competition.      

Two major political players backed other candidates in the race to succeed to Levchenko. 

Chemezov bet on Sergei Sokol, while Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev 

backed Anatoly Seryshev, who is deputy head of the Presidential Administration and 

oversees personnel policy. Seryshev’s possible departure from the Presidential 

Administration was even more hotly discussed than Levchenko’s dismissal. Seryshev 

worked for almost two decades in the security services in Irkutsk Region, and in 

2011-2016, was head of the FSB in Karelia, Patrushev’s home region. He was acceptable 

to both Chemezov and Patrushev. But Putin opted for a more neutral candidate. Seryshev 

remains a promising figure, and some observers include him in a shortlist of potential 

candidates for the post of minister of internal affairs.    

The Communist Party’s Levchenko Challenge  

Levchenko’s future is an important topic: he managed to leave with minimal reputational 

damage and remains a prominent party functionary (with significant financial 

resources). He retains a high approval rating in Irkutsk Region. Zyuganov struck a deal 

with the Kremlin to guarantee Levchenko a new position, either in the Federation 

Council or the government, but this seems unlikely to emerge. However, Levchenko may 

yet play a role in Communist infighting. Some see him as a counterweight to Yuri Afonin, 

42, a figure close to Zyuganov often named as a potential successor. Afonin’s age might 

well work against him: he is fairly young, politically inexperienced and more apparatchik 

than politician. However, his candidacy might be favoured by the Kremlin.  

Levchenko could be a figurehead for internal opposition to the group around Zyuganov. 

But boosting his career will not be easy: the Kremlin has shown that any such attempts 

may lead to criminal prosecution, and his fate could mirror that of Pavel Grudinin, 

another prominent Communist and successful businessman, who suffered from a 

massive negative PR campaign. Levchenko’s ouster has radicalised some Communist 

regional committees (in Moscow and Irkutsk, for instance) that even called for Putin’s 

dismissal (something that has not happened in years). On 14 December, some 5,000 

Communists protested in Moscow against Kremlin pressure on Grudinin and Levchenko. 

The head of the Communist Party in Moscow, Valeri Rashkin, has become one of the most 

prominent figures in the party, and another person who could challenge the leadership. 

Clearing The Field For The 2020 Governor Elections  

The same day as Levchenko’s dismissal, Putin accepted the resignation of the Jewish 

Autonomous Region governor Alexander Levintal, and appointed Rostislav Goldstein as 

acting governor. This was expected: Levintal was one of the country’s most unpopular 

governors and risked falling short in September 2020 elections. The Jewish Autonomous 

Region is one of the country’s most depressed regions, and Levintal had been sharply 

criticised, in particular over rubbish disposal reform (Dmitry Kobylkin, minister for 

natural resources, pushed for Levintal’s ouster). The mystery was why Putin decided to 

dismiss Levintal at this juncture — most personnel rotations were planned for the spring.  

It appears Levintal’s resignation was linked to Levchenko’s replacement — it made the 

latter seem less personal, more technocratic. And Goldstein, a businessman and senator, 

was backed by Yuri Trutnev, presidential envoy to Russia's Far Eastern district. The new 

governor has also studied at the RANEPA school for governors, which is well known for 

enjoying Kiriyenko’s patronage (though not every RANEPA graduate should be 
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automatically seen as Kiriyenko’s protégé). Future elections will not be easy for 

Goldstein, either. The region remains under the influence of Khabarovsk Krai, which is 

controlled by the LDPR — securing victory will demand some skilful politics.   

ANALYSIS - In September 2020, 16 governors (including Irkutsk Region and the 

Jewish Autonomous Region) will be elected, with most of them set to face more 

challenging elections than those seen this year. Ten more could (Rus) be replaced in 

the spring ahead of election campaigning. The Kremlin has decided to postpone 

governor rotations from the autumn to the spring, hoping brief terms in office mean 

shorter, sharper campaigns. The case of St. Petersburg Governor Alexander Beglov, 

who barely won his elections after a long, grinding winter, was a good lesson for the 

Kremlin.  

PROCESSES 

Rosatom’s New Plans & How To Realise Them  

In recent months, Rosatom has appeared to enjoy a lot of good news — it obtained 

state financing, presented its far-reaching plans for developing the Northern Sea 

Route and invested in new assets. This may stoke tensions with Rosneft, which is 

competing for state resources to underwrite its own Artic ambitions.   

Dreaming Of A ‘Super-Shipyard’  

In December, the deputy head of Rosatom, Vyacheslav Ruksha, claimed (Rus) that Russia 

needs another ‘super-shipyard’ to build large capacity tankers for navigation along the 

Northern Sea Route. At the moment, there is only one shipyard that builds large capacity 

ships — Zvezda, which is managed by Rosneft and Gazprombank (the latter plays a 

largely formal role and the project is considered to be Igor Sechin’s). Ruksha’s statement 

was perceived as a challenge to Rosneft — something not a lot of people would dare to do. 

Several days later, Industry and Trade Minister Denis Manturov responded (Rus) that 

the proposal must be handled with care as it’s not clear whether there will be enough 

orders. Nevertheless, Kommersant reported (Rus) in December that Zvezda is suffering 

from significant problems with completing its existing orders — so there may, indeed, be 

grounds for Rosatom to move its idea forward.   

Ruksha’s statement caused a degree of shock in the industry. Zvezda, which is worth 200 

billion roubles, has been fighting for new orders and Sechin personally asked Putin to 

pressure energy companies to use the shipyard. This caused conflict with Novatek, which 

is worried Zvezda will not be able to finish the ships in time and on budget. However, 

Novatek found a safe way forward: the contracts were signed (Rus) by state-owned 

Sovcomflot, VEB and Zvezda without the direct participation of Novatek (meaning the 

risk stayed with the state-owned companies). Meanwhile the government approved 

(Rus) subsidies for Rosneft’s ship-building programme. And, despite all this, Novatek 

reached out (Rus) to Putin to get approval to order more gas tankers from abroad.  

Why Rosatom Bought Into Delo Group 

Rosatom’s ambitions in the Arctic include participation in the development of the 

Northern Sea Route, one of the most politically important projects for Putin. In 

November, Rosatom presented (Rus) plans that would see it become one of the world’s 15 
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biggest maritime carriers through the Northern Sea Route, requiring about $7 billion, 

half coming from Russian state-owned banks. A deal signed in December by Rosatom to 

take a stake in transport conglomerate Delo Group confirms that their intentions are 

undiminished.  

The deal between Rosatom and Delo was murky. Just prior 

to it, Delo Group unexpectedly won a $940 million 

privatisation auction organised by Russian Railways for 

Russia’s largest container freight company, TransContainer. 

Delo is controlled by businessmen Sergei Shishkarev, who 

fought off competition from powerful players like Roman 

Abramovich and Vladimir Lisin. Shishkarev is considered 

close to Roscosmos head Dmitry Rogozin, but this shouldn’t 

be exaggerated. Shishkarev made his money in the 1990s, 

and most of his businesses are related to transportation, 

ports and logistics — which means he has built relationships 

with many people close to Putin. What was surprising about 

the TransContainer deal was that Delo paid 67 percent over 

the starting price, making it impossible for others to 

compete. Most of Delo’s money came from Sberbank.  

Several days later, it turned out that Rosatom had obtained 30 percent of Delo, making it 

clear that the state-owned corporation was behind Delo from the beginning. Rosatom 

chose such a strange way to obtain TransContainer because of privatisation restrictions: 

one of the terms of the auction was that TransContainer should not be sold to a company 

that was more than 30 percent owned by the state. Rosatom’s goal is to connect railway 

container transportation to Northern Sea Route traffic — an ambition that has been 

somewhat ridiculed (Rus) by industry journalists.  

Just a month before the deal, the deputy minister of the Far East and Arctic Development 

Alexander Krutikov told Bloomberg that his ministry, together with Skolkovo, was 

working on a project to create a state-run container ship operator. This has worsened 

already strained relations between the Ministry of Far East and Rosatom. 

ANALYSIS - Rosatom has been developing fast, bombarding the state with ambitious 

ideas that demand billions in investment. Most of the money will come from the state 

and state-owned banks (Rosatom has particularly good relations with VTB). Rosatom 

is patronised by the Kovalchuk brothers and Kiriyenko. This Kovalchuk-Kiriyenko 

nexus has become significant not only in Arctic policy, but also in energy and 

transportation. Compared to the (still powerful) Sechin, the Kovalchuks and 

Kiriyenko have many advantages in Putin’s eyes, and they work in crucially 

important areas like Arctic policy and the civilian nuclear industry. This may mean 

they take a more prominent role in domestic policymaking, and get more influence 

over appointments and firings. Indeed, Kiriyenko is the first ever Kremlin domestic 

policy overseer to participate in presidential meetings on economic issues.  
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In Brief   

Ex-FSB officers barred from leaving Russia for 5 years 

Putin signed a law (Rus) on 16 December forbidding FSB officers from leaving Russia for 

five years after the end of their service with the security agency. The law was drawn up 

and introduced into parliament by United Russia deputies Vasily Piskaryov, Ernest 

Valeev, Alexander Khinshtein and Adalni Shkhagoshev. The new rules are unlikely to 

impact many ex-officers (most are already bound by existing rules barring foreign travel 

for those with access to state secrets) — but it has caused unhappiness within the FSB, 

whose officers believe other security agencies should impose the same limits. Indeed, FSB 

officers face the most stringent travel restrictions. Police officers are much freer, 

although, since 2013, active police officers have only been allowed to visit 13 countries: 

Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 

Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Vietnam, China and Cuba. 

Oreshkin says first half of 2020 economically ‘lost’   

Economic Development Minister Maksim Oreshkin told (Rus) foreign businessmen on 12 

December that the first half of 2020 would be economically “lost” because of low 

consumer demand and a slow response from the Central Bank. “Monetary policy has a 

certain time lag, so weak demand, weak consumer demand, is what we will see at the 

start of next year,” he said. The Central Bank’s official aim is to keep inflation at 4 

percent, but its own analysts predict (Rus) that inflation will fall to well under 3 percent 

in the first half of 2020, before returning to about 4 percent by the end of the year. The 

Central Bank cut interest rates for the 5th time this year on December 13, to 6.25 

percent, despite the slowing inflation. The regulator expects inflation in 2019 to be 

between 2.9 percent and 3.2 percent (inflation in 2018 was 2.9 percent). 

Largest natural population fall since 2008 

Russia looks set to record in 2019 its biggest natural population decline (number of 

births minus number of deaths) for 11 years, according to calculations (Rus) by RBC. 

Between January and October, the natural population decline was 259,600 people, 

according to Rosstat (in 2008, the annual decline was 362,000 people and only 3 years 

in the past 11 have seen growth). But even when you include net migration, 2019 will 

still see an overall population fall (in the first 9 months of 2019, the total population 

dropped by 43,700 people). This is the second year in a row Russia has seen a total 

population decline, following a decade of growth. The reason for this new downward 

trend is a falling birth rate (recorded in 80 out of 85 Russian regions this year), a 

consequence of there being fewer women of reproductive age, itself an echo of the 

demographic problems of the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

Zelensky pushes decentralization law & a new gas deal 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has introduced (Rus) a bill (Ukr) into 

parliament that would shake-up regional government in Ukraine, decentralizing power 

from Kyiv. However, the bill does not include any special provisions for the Donbas 

region, which is currently controlled by Russian-backed rebels, and it has angered the 

Kremlin, which sees it as a Ukrainian attempt to sidestep separate legislation on Donbas. 

This is a sign that the chances of a Russia-Ukraine rapprochement are now next to 

nothing. Vladislav Surkov, who oversees the Ukrainian conflict for the Kremlin, said 
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(Rus) on 14 December that there was little difference between Zelensky’s team and the 

team of ex-president Petro Poroshenko when it came to the Minsk Agreements. Not 

surprisingly, a source close to the Kremlin told (Rus) Kommersant, that Zelensky’s 

initiative may make a new Normandy-format summit impossible.  

Nevertheless, as expected, Russia and Ukraine secured a deal (Ukr) on 20 December 

over gas transit. During his annual press-conference Putin personally made it clear that 

Moscow would like to avoid a conflict over gas, and was ready to make concessions (you 

can find more details in our previous bulletin). It’s a rare success, but it will not prevent a 

re-emerging stalemate over Donbas.  

R.Politik Recommends  

• Konstantin Gaaze and Alexandra Prokopenko from Carnegie Moscow Centre look at 

the rivalry between Kiriyenko and Oreshkin. 

• A comprehensive ECFR report on Zelensky and his first months in office. 

• Michael Kofman and Richard Connolly look at the truth behind the level of Russia’s 

defence spending. 

• Media outlet Proekt has published an investigation (Rus) into the long-serving head 

of the Constitutional Court, Vyacheslav Lebedev. 

• A Bloomberg report on how Russia is lobbying internationally for countries in Africa 

with which it wants to build closer relationships. 

• Andrei Pertsev for Meduza looks at United Russia’s spending plans ahead of the 2021 

State Duma elections. 

• Channel One boss Konstantin Ernst has been the subject of several big recent articles. 

The New Yorker described how Ernst went from discerning auteur to Putin’s 

unofficial minister of propaganda, while Meduza took a long look (Rus) at Channel 

One’s financial problems.  

• A speech (Rus) to the Federation Council by leading expert on social and economic 

development of regions Natalia Zubarevich. 

The next issue of the bulletin will be released on January 14. In the meantime, we 

would like to wish you all the best for the festive season! 

Writing and analysis: Tatiana Stanovaya, Howard Amos 

Editing: Ben Tavener, Howard Amos 
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